Dear Colleague:

You and a guest are invited to attend the ACP Clinical Event Competition and dinner social, where our trainees will be presenting their academic work. The competition and dinner social will be held on October 3rd at 5:30pm in the HSEB Alumni Hall (Room 2110).

The following top scoring vignettes will be presented (alphabetical order):

- IDIOPATHIC PULMONARY HEMORRHAGE AND CELIAC DISEASE by Mousa Albawi, PGY2
- CLASSIC BABY BUG by Karma Elliott, PGY2
- A DIAGNOSIS IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING by Catey Harwell, PGY2
- WHEN HYPERCALCEMIA GLOWS RED by Kyra McComas, MS3
- THE THYROID STRIKES BACK: TRACHEAL TUMORS AS A CAUSE OF CHRONIC HEMOPTYSIS by Christopher Orlando, MS4
- YELLOW AND CONFUSED by Benjamin Smith, PGY2

The clinical vignette competition is an opportunity for trainees to engage in scholarly activity by presenting a medical patient case that is an unusual presentation of a common disorder; or an uncommon disorder; or something they found interesting. Judging will be based on the interest of the case, the clarity of presentation, originality, and importance. The program will end by 7:30 pm at the latest. Please contact us with any questions. We look forward to seeing you there.

Sincerely,

Utah Chapter Residents & Fellows Committee
Drs. Amanda Breviu (chair), Emily Signor, and Eric Moore

Utah Chapter Student Committee
Dr. Katie Lappe (chair), Linda Villani, Ben Berger, and Shreya Sreekantaswamy
American College of Physicians
www.UtahACP.com